Subjects Meet Predicates

A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete thought. The subject tells who or what did something, and the predicate tells what happened.

The spin doctors offered an interesting version of the event.

Wordle

Figure out what each wordle means, and then use it as a sentence subject. Match it to a predicate below.

1. __________________________ means an unsafe surface for skating.
2. __________________________ was thick, creamy, and delicious.
3. __________________________ will take place in the stadium tonight.
4. __________________________ creates all sorts of problems for authors.
5. __________________________ bloom throughout the spring.
6. __________________________ warns of heavy winds and rain.
7. __________________________ offers an opportunity for a quick morning snack.
8. __________________________ has four stop signs.

Write three complete sentences of your own.

Riddle answer: astronauts